
Abstract

Categorization of text in IR has
traditionally focusedon topic. As use
of the Internet and e−mail increases,
categorizationhasbecomea key area
of researchas usersdemandmethods
of prioritizing documents.This work
investigates text classification by
format style, i.e. "genre", and
demonstrates,by complementingtopic
classification,that it can significantly
improve retrieval of information. The
paper comparesuse of presentation
features to word features,and the
combination thereof, using Naïve
Bayes, C4.5 and SVM classifiers.
Resultsshowuseof combinedfeature
sets with SVM yields 92%
classification accuracy in sorting seven
genres.   

1 Introduction

This paper firstly defines genre, explains the
rationalefor automaticgenreclassification,and
reviews some previously published work
relevant to this problem. It describes the
featureschosento be extractedfrom documents
for input to a classificationsystem. Thepaper
next describesdata used, experimentscarried
out, and the resultsobtained.Finally the paper
discussesthe resultsand suggestsways for the
research to progress.

1.1 Defining Genre

The genreof a documentis defined hereas a
label which denotesa set of conventionsin the
way in which information is presented.These
conventionscover both formatting and style of
language used. Examples of genres include
"Newswire", "Classified Advertisements",and
"Radio Broadcast News Transcript". The

formatof thetext andthestyleof languageused
within a genreis usuallyconsistenteventhough
the topics of different documentsmay vary
greatly. Note that text classificationssuch as
"Sport" or "Politics" are not considered as
genres here since these are broad topic areas. 

1.2 Why Genre?

Many peopleareexperiencingthe growth in the
volumeof electronictext: Sourcesincludenews
services, online journals, and e−mail. Few
peoplehave time to scanevery text sourceof
potentialinterestto themandnot all sourcesare
of equal interest to everyone.   

The continuing expansion of the Internet
makesit increasinglyhard to find information
relevantto the user’sneeds.Searchenginesgo
someway to solving this problem,but often the
resultsaredominatedby hits that do not match
the user’s requirements.Many searchengines,
such as Yahoo, provide a hierarchical
classificationof sites which organizeweb sites
by the type of information and/orservicesthey
provide. However,the hierarchiesonly covera
fraction of the Web and are largely handbuilt.
An automaticmethodof building sitecategories,
in conjunctionwith topic identification, would
speedthehierarchyconstructionandallow more
frequent updates. 

The authorsbelieve that a classifier can be
trained to distinguish different document
classes,or genres,such as advertisementsor
jokesfrom newsstories,for example. It canbe
trainedto help identify the proportionof user−
relevanttexts,which canoftenbevery small. If
a user is searching for "stories of the god
Jupiter" then newsarticlesandscientific papers
would less likely be of interest than classical
fiction. Note that sortingby genrediffers from
"Information filtering" as the latter carriesout
text selectionbasedon content (Oard, 1994).
The belief is that for users who often find
irrelevant texts classifiedas relevant,and thus
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making finding the relevant texts time
consuming, a genrefilter can function with a
high degree of accuracy and lessen
misclassification of text.

The junk e−mail problem is also well known.
Thevariety in typesof e−mail is just aslargeas
that found in regular mail: from personal
communicationsthrough to unsolicited junk
mail. The usermust wadethrough the e−mail
queueor risk insufficient storagespace. Users
could hand−craftrules to filter junk mail but
these require constant refinement (Sahami,
1997). "Spam" filters are becoming popular
though thesejust seek to separateunsolicited
andsolicitedmail. A genresortercouldserveas
a prioritization tool for helping the user to
organizethe e−mail in his or her queuebeyond
just "solicited" and "unsolicited" with a higher
degree of accuracy. 

The following example illustrates the
potential of genre identification by showing
improvement in topic based information
retrieval. Note: This is a single example,so
figures have no significance. 

Consider looking for information about
housescurrently for sale. In a 9,705 document
corpus, detailed later, there are 20 such
documents.(Eachdocumentis taggedwith one
of sevengenres.) If one attemptsto retrieve
thesedocumentswith the naïve query "house"
one finds 693 documents,16 of which contain
the information required.If one runs the same
query but specifies the genre "ads", then 35
documentsare retrieved,15 of which contain
relevant information. A more specific boolean
query works better than the naïve keyword
(unsurprisingly), but adding the genre
specification still improves the result. 

Four documentsoffered housesfor salebut
did not mention"house",onedocumentoffered
a house for sale but was not tagged "ads". 

The goal, then, is to developa systemthat
can automatically categorizetext into genres,
where genres are defined as classes whose
members follow certain conventions of form.

1.3 Related Work

The idea of genre classification is not new.
Kessler et. al. (’97), for example, proposed genre
"facets".They note that genredoesnot become
salient until faced with large hetergoneous
searchspaces,but only report an experiment
usinginsignificantquantitiesof data.Stamatatos
et. al. (2000) useddiscriminantanalysison the
frequenciesof commonlyoccurringwords.They
also improved resultsby including frequencies
of eight punctuation marks. Four identified
genresfrom the Wall StreetJournalformedthe
corpus, but only 40 samplesper genre were
used. Both works dispensedwith the more
complex features proposed by Karlgren and
Cutting (1994)which showedpromisingresults.
They report 27% error in distinguishing four
genres in 500 samples from the Brown corpus.

Illouz et. al. (2000) report successfuluseof
coarse level Part−of−Speech features in
distinguishing section types from Le Monde.
Their work alsoshowedthat fine grainPart−of−
Speech distinctions did not make for good
features in genre classification. 

Sahamiet. al. (1997) report on methodsfor
automating the constructionof e−mail filters,
sorting into two categories:"junk" and "non−
junk". Using probabilistic learning methodsin
conjunctionwith a differential misclassification
costto producefilters, they usedselectedwords
as their featureset. They also augmentedthese
by some domain specific features, such as
numberof recipientsand time of posting.This
yielded improvedresults,but no resultson use
of domain specific features alone are presented.

PannuandSycara(1996)describea reusable
agentthat learnsa model of the user’sresearch
interests for filtering Conference
Announcementsand Requestsfor Proposals
from theWeb. TheyusedInformationRetrieval
(IR) and Artificial Neural Network (ANN)
techniques.The featuresused were a fixed
numberof keywordsselectedfrom termssorted
by TF*IDF (term frequencyx inversedocument

Query "house" "house" &  
("sale" | "rent")

"house"  
+ genre "ads"

G(ads) "house" &  
("sale" | "rent")

Recall 80% 53% 75% 47%
Precision 2% 19% 43% 35%
F1 Metric 4 28 55 40

 Table 1: Comparison of example queries with and without use of genre tag in a marked corpus 



frequency).Theyreportresultsof 85%and70%
accuracyin classifyinga document’srelevance
using IR techniques and ANN techniques
respectively.

May (1997) describes a system that
automaticallyclassifiese−mail messagesin the
HUMANIST electronic discussiongroup into
one of four categories. He based the
classificationof a messageon string matching
usingpredefinedphrasesets,selectedmanually,
for each message type. Results within
categoriesweremixedbut overallMay reportsa
45.9% accuracy in tagging.

Cohen (1996) reports on two methodsfor
classification in sorting personal e−mail
messages. He uses a TF−IDF weighting
method,and a new methodfor learningsetsof
"keyword−spottingrules" basedon the RIPPER
rule learningalgorithm. Both methodsobtained
error rates of below 5%. However, only
extractionof one categoryfrom the streamis
considered.

2 Document features

This work investigatesthe useof two different
featuresets:a set basedon words (traditional),
and a set of featuresthat reflect the way in
which the text is presented.

2.1 Word features 

Traditionally the documentfeaturesusedhave
beenthe words therein.Text classificationand
clusteringexperimentshavefocussedon "bag−
of−words" techniques: the features used are
individual words usually weighted by some
schemesuch as TF*IDF. Feature selection
techniques,such as thresholdingterm weights,
are used to reduce feature vector size. The
InformationGainalgorithmis employedfor this
work.

Information Gain is frequentlyemployedin
machine learning to reduce computational
complexity. For document classification, it
measuresthe number of bits of information
gained, with respectto deciding the class to
which a document belongs, by each word’s
frequency of occurrence in the document
(Mitchell, 1997. Yang, 1997). Maximum−
entropycharacterizationof informationgain [2]
is used for this paper as formulated for
documentclassificationby Yang et. al. (1997).
Yang’s formulation is appropriatebecauseit

treats featuresas objectswhosevaluescan be
measurednumerically,ratherthanasa finite set
of predefined discrete values:

Let {gi} {i=1..m} bethesetof targetgenres,let w
be a word, and let k be a token (i.e., an
occurrenceof a word) in the documentcorpus.
Denoteby P(w) the probability that a randomly
chosentokenk is an occurrenceof the word w.
Let g(k) be thegenreof thedocumentin which
k occurs,P(gi) betheprobabilitythata randomly
chosenk has g(k) = gi, and P(gi | w) be the
conditionalprobability thata randomlychosenk
hasg(k) = gi, giventhatk is anoccurrenceof the
word w. Denoteby |S| the numberof members
in anysetS. An overstrikedenotesthenegation
of a condition. Theinformationgainof wordw
is defined to be:

IG(w)� Σi=1..m

� �
( P(gi) log P(gi)+P(gi) logP(gi))

+ P(w) P(gi | w) log P(gi | w)

+ P(w) P(gi |w) log P(gi |w�
+ P(w) P(gi | w) log P(gi | w)            

+ P(w) P(gi |w) log P(gi |w) � � eqn 1�
where:

P(w) = (no. of occurrencesof w in corpus)/
(total no. of all word−occurrences in corpus)

P(w) = (no. occurrencesof wordsother than
w in corpus) / (total no. of all word−
occurrences in corpus)

P(gi) = (|{x | g(x) = gi}|) / (total no. of all
word−occurrences in corpus)

P(gi)=(|{x | g(x) � gi}|) / (total no. of word−
occurrences in corpus)

Note: The experiments,here, employ the
information gain algorithm just once over the
whole corpusand apply a thresholdso that no
documentwould result in a zero vector. This
gives an "ideal" feature vector but does not
investigate the performance of the feature
selection algorithm.

2.2 Presentation features

There are many more features present in
documents than words. These vary from
linguistic features such as prevalence of
adjectives, use of tense, and sentence
complexity, to layout features such as line−
spacing, tabulation, and non alpha−numeric
characters. Space limitations preclude a
detaileddescriptionof all featuresusedin theset



which compriseseighty nine suchfeatures,but
an outline description is given below. 

Thefeatureextractordevelopedfor this work
employs a ’rough and ready’ Part−of−Speech
taggerbasedon thePorterStemmingAlgorithm
(Porter, 1980). The algorithm analyzesword
morphologyanddecides,wherepossible,if the
word is a noun, verb, adjective, or adverb.
However,it doesnot reducetheoriginal word to
its root. It is augmentedby tablesof closed−
class words which include words normally
consideredstop−words. Thesetablesallow the
identification of pronouns, conjunctions, and
articles. Simplehand−craftedrulescombinethe
tables and the morphological analysis to aid
verb tense identification. The program,
therefore,would not comparewell with any
modern Part−of−Speechtagger, but accuracy
should not be too important provided word
tagging is consistent.

The tensesidentified for verbsarerestricted
to past, present and future. However, the
program also calculates the proportion of
transitions in verb tense from one identified verb
to thenext. For example,if a verbwasidenfied
aspasttenseandthe next oneidenfiedasbeing
presenttense,a "past−to−present"changewould
be recorded.

Frequenciesof different closed−classword
setsarecalculatedduringtheanalysis. By word
sets,here,we meansuchthings as daysof the
week, monthsof the year, signs of the zodiac
etc. Someof thesesetsare general,othersare
specific to genre. While a term such as ’leo’
might not, by itself, be a particularly good
discriminatorfor a horoscopegenre,thefact that
it is anastrologicalsign andappearswith other
terms deemed astrological may well be. 

The meanand varianceof sentencelength,
and the meanand varianceof word length are
measured.Sentencelength, word length and
syllable estimates are combined to give
measuresof sentencecomplexity. Mean word
lengthdividedby themeansentencelength,and
the Flesch metric (Flesch, 1974) are also
calculated.

The remainderof the presentationfeatureset
comprisepunctuationcharacterusage,theuseof
upperand lower casecharacters,the amountof
whitespace,andcombinationsof characterssuch
as ":−)" often referredto as "smilies". Use of
streamsof punctuationmarksto act asa section
breakin the text arealsoidentified. Indentation,
line−spacing, and tabulation are also measured.

All features are normalized over the
documentlength and scaledto lie in the range
[0,1] asthis rangeis suitablefor theSVM−light
and C4.5 classifiers. If the featureis a count
ratherthana proportionthe inverseof the count
(minimum value one) is taken. Feature
extractionresultsin a vectorwhich is usedby a
classifiereither in training or in the testingof a
model.

3 Evaluation system

Both word based features and presentation
featurescould be calculatedfrom samplesand
their usecomparedin classificationexperiments.
Experimentsusedthesefeaturevalueswith three
different classifiers as it was thought that
different classifiersmight work betterwith one
or other of the feature sets.

3.1 Data Set

Jaime Carbonell and Fang Liu of Carnegie
Mellon University (CMU) supplied the data
used in the experiments. The corpus is
comprisedof sevengenresand is summarized
in Table2. The genres "Television News" and
"Radio News" werepredominantlyproducedby
transcription systems and contain errors.
(Whether these two classesare truly distinct
genres is, perhaps, debatable.)

Genre No. of Samples

Advertisement 1091

Bulletin Board 998

Frequently Asked Questions 1062

Message Board 1106

Radio News 2000

Reuters Newswire 2000

Television News 1448

TOTAL 9705

Table 2: Breakdown of CMU genre corpus

3.2 The classifiers

The three different classifier types used were:
NaïveBayes,C4.5 decisiontree,anda Support
Vector Machine.Thereare severalmethodsfor
employing Bayes’ equation; the formulation
used here is outlined below.

Bayes formula yields the conditional
probability of a randomvariableX havingvalue
x, given that another random variable Y has



value y. In adapting Bayes conditional
probability formula to documentclassification,
this work followed the treatmentof Mitchell
(1997) pp.174−184.A documentis a seriesof
tokens denotedK(d). G denotesa setof genres.
The probability that the genreof documentd,
g(d), is gi ε G, given that d is an arbitrarytoken
series KS, is written: 

P(g(d)=gi|K(d)=KS) = 
P(g(d)=gi)P(K(d)=KS|g(d)=gi) /
 ΣgiεG[P(g(d)=gi)P(K(d)=KS | g(d)=gi)]   (eqn.2)

Classificationonly requiresthe most likely
genre. The denominatorin the aboveequation
is constantso only the numeratorneedsto be
considered.Using only thosewords with high
Information Gain, WS, accordingto eqn. 1, a
documentd’s words W(d) � WS is often null,
i.e. zero probability for all cases. Following
Mitchell’s smoothing method to prevent this,
the most likely genrefor a documentd is the
genregm suchthat m=argmaxi of eqn. 2. The
numerator value is calculated from:

P(g(d)=gi) = |D(gi)| / |C|                           (eqn.3)

P(K(d)=KS | g(d)=gi) = Πw ε W(d)(|{k ε K(gi) |
W(k)=w ε WS}| / |K(gi)|) |(w,K(d))|)                (eqn.4)

where:

C is the document corpus and D(gi) are
documents tagged as being of genre  gi.

The second classifier used was C4.5
(Quinlan 1993). This decision tree classifier
uses the Information Gain algorithm to rank
features. A tree is constructedwhere at each
node is a decisionby which the data are split
into two groupsusingthe featurewith the most
information gain among features not yet
considered. Leaves are points at which a
classificationis made. The tree is then pruned
by replacing a sub−tree with a leaf if the
expectederror is reduced.This alleviatesover−
fitting and reducesthe complexity of the tree.
Theprunedtreeis the resultantclassifierfor use
on newdata. During theclassificationphasefor
documentsundertest the rulesat eachnodeare
applied to the correspondingdocumentfeature
valueto selectthe nextnoderule to apply. The
documentis classifiedwhen a leaf is reached.

The heuristicsusedin the processare tunable,
but we chose to use C4.5 with default settings.

The third classifier used was the Support
Vector Machine (SVM) (Burges, 1998.
Christianini,2000)classifierwhich hasreceived
significant interestin recentyears(Osuna,1997
Joachims,1998). Theversionof SVM usedwas
SVM−light by ThorstenJoachims(Universitat
Dortmund) (SVM−light webpages). This
classifierhas many tunableparametersand the
vector spacemay havea function appliedto it.
Initial experimentshad sometrouble in getting
modelsusing linear vectorspaceto convergein
reasonabletime. Using a radial basisfunction
seemedto alleviate this problem. In all other
respectsexperimentsused SVM with default
settings.	 SVM−light builds binary models. In
thecasewheremultiple classesarepresent,asin
our experiments,a modelmust be producedfor
eachclass. The classifier outputs real values
rather than binary decisions. Each item is
compared against each model and classified
according to a winner−takes−all rule. 

4 Experiments 

The experimentsdetailedhere were run under
the ten−fold cross−validation method. This
splits the dataup into training andtestsetsin a
90%/10%proportion.Experimentsare repeated
ten timeswith the split beingmadein a round−
robin fashion.In this way all of the datais used
both in training and testing but not within the
samecycle. RecordedhereareRecall,Precision
and F1 where recall is the number of correct
classificationsdividedby numberof documents,
precisionis thenumberof correctclassifications
divided by the numberof classificationsmade,
and F1=2 * (Precision* Recall) / (Precision+
Recall). Note that in experiments where a
classification is required (i.e. No "unknown"
class) Recall, Precision and F1 are all equal.

323word featureswereselectedby analysing
theInformationGainoverthewholecorpus.The
selectedwords, therefore,are in somesensean
"ideal" featureset. Thelengthof thevectorwas
chosensuch that no zero vector would result.

Word countsweremeasuredin eachdocument.
When using Naïve Bayes these counts were
multiplied by the log probabilities calculated.

1 Duplicate sub−vectors across class caused problems using SVM.  Doubling the sub−vector length for the optimisation
phase (using the −q parameter in SMV−light) increased training time but avoided the problem.

2 The version of SVM light used consistently failed to converge when encountering duplicate vectors across classes.
This situation easily arises if documents containing no words present in the feature set are present.



For SVM and C4.5 logs of the counts were
taken and divided by logs of the total word
count in the corresponding document.
(Smoothing carried out by adding 1 to both
numerator and denominator prior to taking
logs.) A misclassificationmatrix example is
shown in Table 3. The true genre tag is
indicatedby row andthe classifier’sdecisionis
listed by column. The number of correct
classificationsappearon the diagonal of the
table,and the numbersof misclassificationsare
shown in the remaining column cells. 

SVM and C4.5 experimnets used
presentationfeaturevaluesdirectly. Using the
Naïve Bayes classifier requires that feature value
rangesbe defined becauseBayesianclassifiers
usuallywork with featuresthatareeitherpresent
or absent. However, Mitchell’s formulation
generalizes to real−valued functions: The

conditional probability that the genre of
documentd is gi, given that featuref is in d,
v(f,d), is a real value V, given by:

V = v(f,d)[Σd ε D(gi) v(f,d)] / |D(gi)|              (eqn.5)

where:

D(gi) is thesubsetof the trainingcorpustagged
as being of genre gi.  

Table 4 showsan examplemisclassification
matrix resultingfrom usingpresentationfeature
vectors. 

Misclassifications made using word
frequency features were different from those
madeusing presentationfeatures.The question
arisesas to whethercombiningthe two feature
setswould showimprovement.To testthis, each
document had its word frequency and
presentationfeature vectors combined. An

Genre Ads Bulletin F.A.Q. Message Radio Reuters TV Unknown

Ads 823 47 23 6 6 5 1 179

Bulletin Board 85 715 41 1 10 1 137

F.A.Q. 13 36 756 14 4 3 234

Message Board 7 1 6 1045 2 4 1 34

Radio 4 4 3 1640 5 277 67

Reuters 4 1 1 1 5 1966 22

TV 272 1147 21

Table 4: Misclassification  Matrix using SVM with presentation features from CMU dataset

Genre Ads Bulletin F.A.Q. Message Radio Reuters TV Unknown

Ads 830 18 7 7 1 − 1 226

Bulletin Board 49 608 8 − 2 − − 323

F.A.Q. 5 3 836 7 6 − − 203

Message Board 2 1 3 996 4 2 − 92

Radio − 2 − − 1624 − 219 155

Reuters 1 − − − − 1952 − 47

TV − − − − 87 − 1294 59

Table 5: Misclassification Matrix using SVM with presentation + word features from CMU dataset

Genre Ads Bulletin F.A.Q. Message Radio Reuters TV Unknown

Ads 911 50 13 32 6 − 5 73

Bulletin Board 78 804 6 24 4 1 14 59

F.A.Q. 13 9 907 34 7 − 14 76

Message Board 20 17 27 875 25 3 25 108

Radio 10 7 8 22 1543 19 205 186

Reuters − 2 − 3 22 1934 18 31

TV 6 10 12 23 234 10 952 193

Table 3: Misclassification Matrix for SVM using 323 word frequencies from CMU dataset



example misclassificationmatrix resultingfrom
using combinedfeatureset vectorsis shownin
Table 5.

4.1 Results

In the first set of experimentseachclassifier’s
"bestguess"at a document’sgenrewastakenas
the class. The results are shown in Table 6.
Each cell shows averagerecall with an error
margin quoted at one standard deviation.

The C4.5 classifier is not able to be
configuredto allow an unknownclassification.
It is possiblefor NaïveBayesandSVM to beso
configured, since their results give a numeric
value for the most likely classification. A
documentis deemed"unknown" if it scoresless
than0.5 usingNaïveBayes,or negativelyusing
SVM. Recall and precision figures can be
calculatedin usingthis scheme.The resultsare
shown in Table 7. (Mean value with one
standard deviation error margin.)

4.2 Discussion

Use of the presentationfeature set yields a
significant advatage over use of word
frequenciesexcept when using Naïve Bayes.
This shows that presentationsfeaturesalone,
when used with a suitable classifier, are
pertinent to classifying by genre without the
need for word features often used. The
advantagein combining featurevalues is seen
consistentlyover the threeclassifiersandis true

evenfor the Naïve Bayesclassifierwhich does
poorly with presentation features alone.
Applying a threshold to the classifier output
score, to allow an "unknown" class, increases
precisionat someexpensein recall asshouldbe
expected. 

Whenthe NaïveBayesclassifierusedthe 89
presentation features, the results were
considerablylessaccuratethanwhenit usedthe
323 word features. It seemslikely that at least
threefactorswereinvolved.Firstly, NaïveBayes
assumesfeatureindependence.While this is not
true for words,it hasbeentheexperienceof the
IR communitythatword dependenciesaresmall
enoughfor documentsto be treatedas "bags−
of−words". Somefeaturesin the presentation
featureset, however,are far from independent;
e.g.,theproportionsof partsof speechidentified
are explicitly linked. Secondly,the Bayesian
formulation in Section 3.2 has an implicit
assumptionof monotonicity. If word w occurs
in documentd a total of n=|(w,K(d))| times, the
quantity |(w,K(d))|, being an exponent in the
formula, gives word w more weight when it
occursmore times. Let genregj be the genre
most strongly associatedwith w in the training
corpus. Themoretimesw occursin d, themore
likely the NaïveBayesclassifieris to classifyd
as genregj; and this effect is monotonic. But
monotonicity doesnot always hold, even with
words;andit fails to hold evenmoreoftenin the
presentation features. For example, in our
training data,the word "said" occursseldomin
thegenres:Message−board,Bulletin−board,and

Classifier  Word frequency features Presentation features Combined features

Naïve Bayes 77.8% +/− 1.6% 64.0% +/− 1.2% 83.1% +/− 1.5%
C4.5 Decision Tree 79.8% +/− 1.1% 85.3% +/− 1.0% 87.8% +/− 1.1%

SVM 85.4% +/− 0.9% 87.1% +/− 1.0% 92.1% +/− 0.8%

Table 6: Average recall in 10−fold cross validation genre identification experiment; forced decision

Classifier  Word frequency ftrs. Presentation ftrs. Combined ftrs.

Recall Naïve Bayes 76.7% +/− 1.4% 33.9% +/− 1.4% 82.4% +/− 1.5%
SVM 81.8% +/− 0.6% 83.6% +/− 0.9% 84.0% +/− 2.5%

Precision Naïve Bayes 80.4% +/− 1.3% 78.8% +/− 1.4% 84.1% +/− 1.4%
SVM 88.4% +/− 1.3% 90.1% +/− 2.4% 94.9% +/− 0.7%

F1 Metric Naïve Bayes 78.5% +/− 1.4% 47.4% +/− 1.5% 83.2% +/− 1.4%
SVM 85.0% +/− 0.4% 86.7% +/− 0.9% 89.1% +/− 1.5%

Table 7: Mean recall in 10−fold cross validation experiment; positive identification threshold applied



FAQ. It occurs very frequently in Reuters−
newswire,and with intermediatefrequencyin
Radio and TV transcripts.Thirdly, the word−
feature−countsare integer−valued,while the
presentationfeatureshave continuous values.
The effect of assigningrangesof continuous
values to discrete value bins, in the use of
presentationfeatureswith Naïve Bayes, is not
yet clear.  There has yet to be performed an error
analysis to quantify the reason(s) for the
observed accuracy decrease.

The large increasein precisionwith only a
small decreasein recall when allowing an
"unknown" classsuggeststhat a more relaxed
thresholdcould be applied to SVM or Naïve
Bayes output.

5 Conclusion

Experiments have demonstratedsuccess in
creatinggenremodelsfor automaticrecognition
of multiple genresusing a corpusof sufficient
size to draw some conclusions. These
experimentshave shown that linguistic and
format features alone can be used successfully in
sortingdocumentsinto differentgenres,andthat
performanceis at leastas good as useof word
basedfeaturesproviding a suitableclassifier is
used. Rather than presentationfeaturesaiding
disciminationby words it seemsselectedword
features assist discrimination by presentation
featuresas the bestresultsareobtainedusinga
combination.The resultssuggestthat automatic
genre identification could be used in
applications,suchas Information Retrieval,for
betterperformance.For example,this technique
could improve IR performanceagainst tasks
suchastheTRECwebtrack(TREC webpages).
Future work will investigate the effects of
having an increasednumber of genres and
increased corpus size.    
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